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Discriminantly.Valid Personality Measures:

Some Propositions'

Douglas. N. Jackson

University of Western Ontario

In l957--18-years ago--at an APA convention.I gave a paper - -co-

authored by Mes'Sick--entitled Content. and Style in Personality Assessment.

This paper was interpreted as advancing:the hy,potheOs that the major
A

response dimensions of some widely used personality tests were identifiable

as response styles. But the paper carried another message, one that is

even more important for Personality assessment than that of .response

styles. It is the idea that personality assessment involves.'tHe appraisal

of content, referring "to response consistencies in certain defined

assessment situations which reflect a particular set of broader behavioral

tendencies, relatively enduring over time, having as [its] basis some

unitary trait, need state, attitudinal or belief disposition, or psycho-

pathological.syndrome" (JackSon & Messick,.1962): The suggestion_ that what

is to be Measureck'in personality assessment should reflect content, so

defined,_oughtnot to be very revolutionary, were it'not for a tradition

of radical:empiricism which left most personality assessment specialists

unable and/or unwilling to admit to an interest in measuring content and

Maredly,suspicious of anyone else's claim of having done so. The-state

of knowledge in personality and osychopathology we were told; was not so

advanced as to permit unequivocal identification of the relationship between

responses to item content and the underlying dynamics of trait dimensions.



FurlherMore, when investigators such as Campbell and Fiske (1959) sought to

evaluate the degree to which putative trait measures were generalizable,

across MethOds of measurement, the results were almost uniformly dis-

couraging. It is littl;e wonder that many psychologists dispaired of the

possibilities for valid and socially useful measurement in personality-.

But the emergence of the thinking behind,the notion of construct

-validity a,nd the idea, Championed by Loevinger (1957), that there should be some

theoretically defensible relationship betwe'en item content and the under-
,

lying construct,Orovided an important alternative to the radical empiricism_

implicit in building personality scales- out of items found to discriminate

particular criterion groups.. What would happen if personality scales were.

developed on the basis of a frankly rational approach which created an

"item. pool by writing items so that they spanned all id6ntifiable facets/ .
of an explicit definition of a trait, including various likely manifestations'

and evoking situations. In 1960 I began a.progrm of personality scale

research and construction in which I have had the opportunity to review

more than 15 thousand 'items. Much, in the way of cumulative .knowledge

about personality assessment has emerged from this experience. One of_

the strongest, impressions to emerge from this experience is in the potency'

of human judgment of item content and in the importance of basing
. \ .

personality assessment upon well-thought-Out constructs. Thus, my first

\

. proposition is that,

A prereguisit to generalizable and valid psychometric

measurement of ersonality dimensions rests on the choice

of broad-based constructs with systematic univocal

definitions.



/'
Notice that I did not equivocate and say tonerapproac to valid measurement

3

Rather, I.haVe implied that this iS the only viabl&approach. The

alternative of, .for example, the use of narrow, situ tion specific constructs

is at best inefficient, in thatit will require a ve y large number of
.

scales for sitilation-trait facets, and at worst fail entirely because

very little in the way of systematic theory is 'available about how situatiOns

should be categorized and how I5recisely they'May interact with trait's.

There are :times when one may with impunity move from one level of

abstraction to .anotber. For example, Jackson, Hourany and Vidmar (1972)-

undertook :a. con-Ceptual analysis of:the construct of Risk Taking. They

hypothesized four facets: Monetary, Physical, Social, and Ethical Risk

Taking.. They -undertook to measure each facet with five different methods

of meastir'ement.4, .,Factor an4lytic treatment of the data revealed four distinct

factors, repreSelitinq th'6,fourjacets of risk taking. The pattern of factor
?'

,-loaings was virtu ay cOMpletely consistentlwith expectAions, regarding the

.`!

convergent apd disoriminant validity'of the/four faCets. HoWeVer, when a

second-order factoranalysis was undertaken, clear evidence for ageneral

Risk Taking factoriwas uncovered,-accountihg for 80 per cent of the first-
'!

order factor varl4nce. In the case 'of Risk Taking,, one could do reasonabli

well predicting behaVior relevant to sub-species of Risk Taking by using a

general measure. ;

The situation is'differept for Achievement, long regarded as a unitary'

dimenSion. Jackson, Ahmed, 8nd Heapy (1976) undertook a-conceptual analysis

of Achievement and hypothesized six distinot facets: Status with.c.xperts,

cqOisitiveness, Achieve4A nt via Independence, Status with Peers,
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.Competitiyeness,:and Concern for Excelle. nce. Five methods of measuring

each of these-facets were devised and administered to a large group of

suVects. Again factor analytic results revealed a pattern of factor
.

.

,
1

,

loadings highly consistent with convergent and discriminant properties /
/

/ 4
/ . //
for each of these si% facets. This-indicates that Lthe achievement'construct

7 3 L /
as described by McClelland and others is actbally separable into d?stiptt

/ components ,each of which CdO be iolated, in psychological measures./Even
,

when a further factor analysis was undertaken of the first-order factor .

intercorrelation matrix, three factors emerged, indicating that even at a

higher level of abstraction there was no cdnfirmation of a single dimenSion

of Achievemen t.
,

Results such' as those reported indicating evidence for convergent

anddiscriminant-validity are typical of many.similar findings obtained

using personality inventories that we have developed'. .In Contrast to the

eXperience of many other investigators, our relative success is, .I submit,

the result'of our approach to test constrOctldn: Our suggestions for

constructing personality assessment deVic0.
/
are fairly simple, as suggested

by the second proposition

Measures will be likely to dediOnstrate convergent and dis-

criminate validity' and relative freedom from des-it-ability

bias if, and only if,,these_reguirements aPe intorporated-

into test constructiOn.

To construct aipersonality assessment device, one need only select

an appropri:ate'dimenSion, think about it in terms of its manifestations and

in terms of its/relation to other constructs, carefully define it, and

prepare an ttem pool. Items should be balanced in terms of likely

6
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manifestatiOns of the trait, and in terms of negative and positive instances.

Even if one is preparing only a single scale, it is'better..to consider items

in relation tb a multi scale battery. This is so becausd it forces one to

consider not only. the item's substantive link to its own scale; but its

differentiation from distinct scales. Items should have a strong ,conceptual

link to only one scale:

We have been taught to be suspicious of such heavy reliance on'

rationality. Is it likely:that-a psychologist can simply look at an item

and determine what scale it is keyed on? Our experience is illustrative.

An analysis was undertaken .(Jackson, 1971) with the item pool comprising the

PersOnality,Research Form, and in particular the degree to which an item

Written for a particular scale correlated highly with an irrelevant scale.

In the entire set orover900 items, only five-failed in this respect, al-

though, to be. sure, more were found wantingin other respects. The percentage

of hits using this criterion was 99.9. This is .strong evidence, I think, that

substantive analysis alone can contribute much to the discriminant properties

of scales.

The, recommended procedure.is to prepare a matrix of correlations be-

,tween each item and each of,a substantial. number of irrelevant scales, in-

cluding a desirability scale. When an item correlates too highly with an

irrelevant scale, discard the item. Actually this procedure can be refined

by partialling desirability variance out of the variance associated with

both item and,tbial scale score, and through the use of orthogonal factor

scores rather than raw scale scores. We have also developed algorithms to

reduce scale intercorrelations.
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In general:what I am suggesting is that if items are selected to be

associated with only their own scale, if.scales are constituted so they will

have only minimum mutual redundancy, if items bear an important substantive

gelation to a scale definition, if response biases are suppressed in scale

construction, a likely result is the development of'scales showing worthwhile .

levels of convergent and discriminant validity. .I have with my -collaborators

completed about ten studies of convergent and discriminant validity involving

a number of different sets, of scales--all:but one yielded confirmatory

evidence. The single exception was when we attempted to have prison guards

judge the personalities of their wards. They seemed to be yalidly ,sensitive'

to only one dimension--that of Hostility.

The approach I am -advocating places a heavy reliance on judgment. We

have relied on the judgment of thOse relatively experienced in personality

and psychological theory. The question arises%s to whether or not this is

a necessary precondition for obtaining the sort of results that I have reported.

I think not. In fact, judging from -overall history of personality scale

construction, psychological training might even be a disadvantage. I believe

that persons of hardly more than average sophistication .in psychology can

draw valid inferences about personality items: -Let me give you an example
CJ

of a multidimensional scaling analysis based upon two independent groups of

Canadian Forces officer candidates. We asked these officer candidates to

judge the mutual relations between persons, between items, and between persons,

and items, for example, by asking them to judge the probability that a certain

person,, whose descriptiOn.was provided, would respond true to a given item.

When our subjects were split randomly into two,groups, and entirely independ-

ent, multidimensional scaling analyses were conducted on each sample, ifwas
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found that all items and persons showed highest projections on the appropriate ;,

hypothesized dimension of Dominance, Autonomy,, or Impulsivity. TheSe scale

values for items and persons replicated across sample substantially,as in-

dicated by correlations of:.99, .99, and .98, respectively.

Now, let's turn to Proposition 3.

Untrained item writers produce more valid personality

scales than do empirical procedures using extant pools.

In 1971 (Jackson, 1971) I issued a challenge to investigators to undertake such

a comparison. Ashton and Goldberg (1973) accepted the challenge and uncovered

considerable support for the propoSition above. My own study. (Jackson, 1975)

evaluated. it further. What I did was to select three personality scales--

Tolerance, Sociability, and Self Esteem-"-and assign one of them randomly to eac

of 23 students in an undergraduate course with instructions to write 16 item

rejevant to a.definition given. We administered these 'student-constructer scales

together with similar scales drawn from the JackSon Personality Inver] y and

the California Psychological Inventory. The latter device is cons4eredby some

psycholOgists to be the finest example of empirical scale Cons uction. :Validity

,was evaluated by computing correlations between each of th experimental and

comparison scales and self-and peer-rating criteria baSed on 116 females com-

prising roommate ,pairs. Data revealed that the magnitude of the average

validities of student-constfacted scales was about three times higher than those

0

derived from the CPI.

I would like to suggest that the basis on which relatively novice

persons can accurately judge and write items is by using a-shared trait

inferential network. This is conceptualized ,as'an n-dimensional Euclidean

space in which traits are organized in terms of their implicative relations,

which in turn are a function of their actual co-occurrence. Recent evidence,

9
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for/such a shared network was developed-by Reed and Jackson (1975), whb

demonstrated that groups of judges showed correlations in excess' of .98 in

ascribing personality scale responses to certain psychopathological types,

descriptions of which.they had beenAiven. Furthermore, there was a strong

evidence that their judgments were accurate in reflecting"actuaTresponses.

Once relatively homogeneous scales of personality of psychopathology

have been identified, the question arises as to whether or not one can identify

cluster of persons showing unique patterns of high and low scores. Our

experience from a number of analyses is that such unique profiles are

_identifiable and can be replicated. Let me give an illustration. Skinner,

Jackson, and Hoffmann (1974) administered the Differential Personality

Inventory to psychiatrically-hospitalized alcoholics and decomposed the data

matrix in such a way that similarities in profile shape were ;identified. The

criterion for'identifying a comman modal profile type was that.it be replicated

across three subLsampleS. Eight such bipolar modal profile types were found,

each quite different from the average profile for:.,811-alcOholics. Further

; -

studies have revealed that the proportion of deviant-types varies in different

normal and pathological samples. A fruitful avenue, for investigation would

be the'.. use of types so isolated in studies of prognosis and the differential.

effeCts of treatment.

The Future bf Personality. AsseSsment

What does the future hold for perSonality assessment? Rather than

prognosticate regarding the Possible course of developments' in personality

assessment, let me-Simply list a few of the areas in which I believe research

is Urgently needed.

First, in regard to the study of situations, how-they influence

behavior and interact with traits, and for that matter, how persons in-

fluence situations, we are in a vast sea of ignorance. Although we have

1,6



been reminded frequently of the, importance of situational,determinants at

least since the'1935 Murchison Handbook of Social Psychology, and although

hard data are freqUently promised, they are rarely delivered. Rarely have

there been attempts to classify and measure situational contexts parallelling

the many attt,ipts at identifying the important dimensions of personality.

Itis, of course, very difficult and expensive to devise life-like situational

tontexts for assessment' purposes. One promising approach is the use of

verbally elicited responses to materials having the demonstrated tendency

to elicita certain- class of behavior. It js possible to treat:large numbers

of such items in the same analytical` and mathematical ways/in which we treat

personality items, providing' a basis for the emergence of valid generalizations.

Secondly, the 'methods\ by which we validate personality assesdrient

devices need further investig'ation. In a sense, a multitraitMultimethod

matrix can be looked upon as an evaluation of the degree to which personality

traits are generalizable over situations. But how much is known about the

typical set of criterion measures? The usual procedure is to spend several

years carefully'deviSing a persdnality questionnaire, but only afew minutes

with oul. criteria. Of course, one way to obtain a handle on the identification:

of:uncontaminated trait variance is to seek to understand the sources of

method variance which inevitably contaminate our criteria.

Third, we should-seek new techniques for measuring personality,--apart

from the printed questionnaire. /I am referring to technique whICh are

structured and possibly every ontrived,'but which do not require a self,,

report, The Internation-Simulation of Guetzkow anberryholmes

which individuals play the role' of government lea'ders in prescribed situations,

strikes me as promising for allowing the em6rgence of personal qualities.

,
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Possibly' other kinds af similar simulatiOns in.which a computer terminal is

an integral part may emerge.

About One'thing I am relatively certain: Personality assessment has

outgrown its dependence on-ad hoc and theoretically' vacuous techniques such

as empirical scale construction with respect to external criteria. .It is

important to know something psychologically,about What We are measuring. I

for one, have confidence that we-shale] continue to make progress measuring

psychologically important variables.

0
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